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 i A N N U A L  R E P O R T  T O  P A R L I A M E N T

President’s Message 

I am pleased to present the 20th Annual Report to Parliament on Employment Equity in the 
Public Service of Canada 2011-2012.  

As a modern nation, we depend on the abilities of as many Canadians as possible to succeed in 
the 21st century.  

Our citizens, with their diverse perspectives and experiences, including those who have been 
marginalized in the past, are the power that can unlock the promise of Canada. 

For this reason, one of the Government’s top priorities continues to be ensuring that the number 
of women, Aboriginal peoples, persons with disabilities and people from visible minority groups 
employed in the federal workforce reflect their numbers in the general population. 

We are making steady progress toward that goal. As the report shows, the core public 
administration has the distinction of fully representing women, Aboriginal peoples and persons 
with disabilities in terms of their workforce availability. It also shows that members of visible 
minority groups have increased their representation, almost attaining their workforce availability 
of 12.4 percent. 

In addition, 2011–12 was also the first year for our new employment equity governance 
structure, which ensures a stronger voice for employment equity issues at the most senior levels 
of the public service. 

These positive results are proof of the government’s commitment to ensuring the federal public 
service reflects the diversity of Canada. 

I invite all Canadians to read this report to see the progress we are making in this area as an 
integral part of excellence in people management in the Government of Canada. 

Original signed by 

The Honourable Tony Clement,  
President of the Treasury Board and Minister responsible for FedNor  
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Introduction 
Each year, the President of the Treasury Board is required to submit a report to Parliament on the 
state of employment equity pursuant to the Employment Equity Act. This report outlines results 
and progress in the representation of employment equity designated groups within the core 
public administration (CPA) for fiscal year 2011–12. Appendix A provides statistical tables for 
further analysis. Technical notes in Appendix B include an explanation of the CPA workforce,1 
information about the data on persons in the designated groups and definitions of terminology 
used throughout this report. 

Continued progress has been made with respect to the representation of three of the four 
designated groups. Aboriginal peoples continue to increase their representation to 4.9 per cent, 
and persons with disabilities continue to increase to 5.7 per cent. Members of a visible minority 
group increased their representation to 12.1 per cent, almost attaining their workforce availability 
estimate of 12.4 per cent. While the representation of women decreased marginally from 54.8 per 
cent to 54.6 per cent, women still surpass their workforce availability of 52.3 per cent. 

Representation of three of the four designated groups within the executive cadre exceeds their 
workforce availability. The fourth group, Aboriginal peoples, has decreased marginally from 
3.8 per cent to 3.7 per cent during fiscal year 2011–12.  

In his Nineteenth Annual Report to the Prime Minister on the Public Service of Canada, the 
Clerk of the Privy Council reiterated the need for diversity in the renewal of the public service. 
As stated in his report, “diversity in the workplace makes good business sense. Different 
perspectives enrich our understanding of issues and inject new energy and creativity into our 
work. Through our renewal efforts, we are working hard to build a Public Service that reflects 
and benefits from the rich mosaic of backgrounds that make up our nation.” 

The following initiatives were undertaken by the Office of the Chief Human Resources 
Officer (OCHRO), key stakeholders and bargaining agents in progressing toward the 
achievement of employment equity goals.  

Employment Equity Champions and Chairs Committees 
Following a review of the three National Employment Equity Councils (the National Council for 
Visible Minorities, the National Council for Federal Employees with Disabilities and the 
National Council for Aboriginal Federal Employees), a recommendation was made by the Public 

                                                 

1. The CPA workforce includes indeterminate employees, term employees of three months or more, and seasonal 
employees, except those seasonal employees on leave without pay at the end of the fiscal year. 
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Service Management Advisory Committee (PSMAC) to create a Champions and Chairs 
Committee for each employment equity group to be chaired by its respective employment equity 
Deputy Minister Champion. 

The new governance model, implemented in September 2011, strengthens accountability and 
financial authority. In addition, the model has provided an effective mechanism to maximize 
input from across communities through the use of various tools including GCForums 
and GCpedia.  

Over the past fiscal year, all three employment equity committees have been launched and are 
now working on identifying their priorities and sharing best practices. 

Disability Management Initiative  
During the fiscal year 2011–12, the last year of its mandate, the Disability Management 
Initiative (DMI) continued to develop tools and services to support departments in building and 
enhancing their capacity to strengthen disability management. These tools and services will 
enable departments to better support ill or injured employees in the near term and on an 
ongoing basis.  

Tools and services included:   

 The Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat (the Secretariat) website section on Disability 
Management in the Federal Public Service,i officially launched in October 2011. The site 
includes: 

 An information package for employees – Disability Management: Employee 
Wellness Resource;ii  

 A handbook for managers and human resource advisors – Managing for Wellness: 
Disability Management Handbook for Managers in the Federal Public Service;iii and 

 A compendium of key data (sick leave, long-term disability plan information and 
workers’ compensation information) by department and agency and for the government 
as a whole, posted quarterly to the Public Service Management Dashboard.  

 The Disability Case Management Workshop, a training program for disability management 
advisors or advisors with responsibility for disability management. Over 70 advisors were 
trained by representatives from OCHRO in fiscal year 2011–12. 

 Identification of “Seven Action Items” for disability management at PSMAC in May 2011, 
representing early actions that can be undertaken by deputy heads to meaningfully enhance 
disability management capacity in the short term. 

2  
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Upon the conclusion of the DMI, OCHRO has continued to develop the suite of tools, resources 
and services that support the development and promotion of integrated and consistent business 
practices in disability management, as part of its responsibility for people management. The 
Pensions and Benefits Sector is moving forward with structural reforms for transformation of the 
disability management system under the Workplace Wellness and Productivity Strategy. 

Joint Employment Equity Committee 
The Joint Employment Equity Committee (JEEC), a National Joint Council committee, provides 
a forum for OCHRO, the Public Service Commission and bargaining agents to consult and 
collaborate on the development, implementation and review of public service–wide policies and 
practices that affect employment equity designated groups. 

The JEEC plays a major role in analyzing and providing recommendations related to 
employment systems by: 

 Assessing the impact of existing policies;  

 Providing input for emerging policies and practices; and  

 Identifying gaps in employment equity policies and practices. 

During 2011–12, the JEEC participated in several information sharing sessions focused on the 
impact of policies and programs on employment equity groups. These sessions included the 
following topics: 

 Exploring the vulnerability of employment equity groups in the federal public service: 
Longitudinal evidence from the public service employment survey (Professional Institute of 
the Public Service of Canada); 

 Stigmas surrounding the return to work of employees with invisible disabilities (Mental 
Health Commission of Canada); and 

 Trends in discrimination cases and complaints, as well as in the United Nations’ Convention 
on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (Canadian Human Rights Commission).  

Conclusion 
As permitted by the Employment Equity Act, the Treasury Board has delegated the 
implementation of employment equity to deputy heads. However, the Office of the Chief Human 
Resources Officer at the Secretariat continues to play an enabler role with respect to the 
implementation of its policies and programs. Deputy heads are encouraged to ensure that all 
external appointments are opened to all qualified Canadians while applying the underlying 
values of merit-based appointments. 
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Appendix A: Statistical Tables 
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Appendix B: Technical Notes 

Core public administration 
The Employment Equity Act prescribes that this report cover the portions of the public service of 
Canada set out in Schedules I and IV of the Financial Administration Act. Seventy-seven 
departments, agencies and commissions comprise the core public administration (CPA), for 
which the Treasury Board is the employer (see Table 1). The statistics in this report include only 
employees working for these organizations, which numbered 198,793 on March 31, 2012. 

This report includes information on indeterminate employees, term employees of three months or 
more, and seasonal employees, with the exception of those seasonal employees who are on leave 
without pay at the end of March for each fiscal year. No information is reported on students or 
casual workers, except in cases where they were subsequently hired as indeterminate employees, 
for terms of three months or more, or as seasonal employees before the end of the fiscal year. 
Employees on leave without pay, (e.g., such as those on care and nurturing leave and educational 
leave) are not included in these tables. 

Statistics in this document also exclude Governor in Council appointees, ministerial staff, federal 
judges and deputy ministers, who are also on the public service payroll. As required under the 
Employment Equity Act, annual reports to Parliament present information for the fiscal year 
beginning April 1 and ending March 31.  

The statistics of separate employers, covered under Schedule V of the Financial Administration 
Act, are not included in this report. Under the Employment Equity Act, separate employers that 
have more than 100 employees (e.g., the Canada Revenue Agency and the Canadian Food 
Inspection Agency) are required to provide their reports to the Office of the Chief Human 
Resources Officer (OCHRO) only for the purposes of tabling in Parliament at the same time as 
this report. To view the employment equity reports of these organizations, readers should visit 
the organizations’ websites or contact them directly. 

Reports on employment equity in the Canadian Forces and with respect to members of the Royal 
Canadian Mounted Police are prepared by these organizations and are also tabled in Parliament 
at the same time as the reports of separate employers. 

Data on persons in designated groups 
To assure consistency of the data presented in this report, OCHRO uses the Incumbent File, 
which contains information on all employees for whom the Treasury Board is the employer, in 
accordance with Schedules I and IV of the Financial Administration Act.  
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All tabulations, other than those for women, contain data obtained through self-identification. 
Self-identification data, provided voluntarily by employees, are maintained separately and 
confidentially in the Employment Equity Data Bank by OCHRO. A reconciliation process is 
carried out each year by OCHRO and the departments to ensure that information derived from 
these two sources harmonizes with the information from departmental sources.  

The completeness and accuracy of employment equity data for the CPA depends on the 
willingness of employees to self-identify and on departments providing opportunities for them to 
do so. Employees, including those engaged as students or casual workers, are given an 
opportunity to provide this information when they are hired and during departmental self-
identification surveys or other campaigns. Furthermore, they may complete a self-identification 
form, available from their departmental employment equity coordinator, at any time. 

Definitions 
Aboriginal peoples—Refers to persons who are Indians, Inuit or Métis. 

Casual workers—Refers to people hired for a specified period of no more than 90 days by any 
one department or agency during the calendar year. Casual workers are not included in the 
representation figures. 

Designated groups—Refers to women, Aboriginal peoples, persons with disabilities, and 
members of a visible minority group. 

Hirings—Refers to the number of persons added to the employee population in the past fiscal 
year. This includes indeterminate and seasonal employees, with the exception of those seasonal 
employees who are on leave without pay at the end of March, those with terms of three months 
or more, and students and casual workers whose employment status has changed to 
indeterminate, terms of three months or more, or seasonal. Hirings measure the flow of 
employees into the public service and may include more than one staffing action for term 
employees. 

Indeterminate employees—Refers to people appointed to the public service for an 
unspecified duration. 

Members of a visible minority group—Refers to persons, other than Aboriginal peoples, who 
are non-Caucasian in race or non-white in colour. 
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Persons with disabilities—Refers to persons who have a long-term or recurring physical, 
mental, sensory, psychiatric or learning impairment and who: 

 Consider themselves to be disadvantaged in employment by reason of that impairment; or 

 Believe that an employer or potential employer is likely to consider them to be disadvantaged 
in employment by reason of that impairment. 

This includes persons whose functional limitations owing to their impairment have been 
accommodated in their current job or workplace. 

Promotions—Refers to the number of appointments to positions at higher maximum pay levels, 
either within the same occupational group or subgroup or in another group or subgroup. 

Seasonal employees—Refers to people hired to work cyclically for a season or portion of 
each year. 

Self-identification—Refers to a collection of employment equity information, voluntarily 
provided by employees, for statistical purposes in analyzing and monitoring the progress of 
employment equity groups in the federal public service and for the reporting of workforce 
representation. 

Separations—Refers to the number of employees (i.e., indeterminate, terms of three months or 
more, and seasonal) removed from the public service payroll and may include more than one 
action for term employees. Separations include employees who retired or resigned or employees 
whose specified employment period (term) ended. 

Tenure—Refers to the period of time for which a person is employed. 

Women—Refers to an employment equity designated group under the Employment Equity Act. 

Workforce availability—Refers to the distribution of people in the designated groups as a 
percentage of the total Canadian workforce. For federal public service purposes, workforce 
availability is based on Canadian citizens in those occupations in the Canadian workforce that 
correspond to occupations in the public service and is derived from census statistics. Estimates 
for persons with disabilities are derived from data, also collected by Statistics Canada, in the 
2006 Participation and Activity Limitation Survey (PALS). 
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Endnotes 
                                                 

i. Disability Management in the Federal Public Service, http://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/hrh/dmi-
igi/index-eng.asp 

ii. Disability Management: Employee Wellness Resource, http://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/hrh/dmi-
igi/fundamentals-fondements/ewr-rme-eng.asp  

iii. Managing for Wellness: Disability Management Handbook for Managers in the Federal 
Public Service, http://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/hrh/wds-mst/disability-incapacite-eng.asp  
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